TO MOVE THE EARTH AND MELT THE POLE

A $190,000,000 Newfoundland Jetty Would Cause Aids To, Shift G. C. L. Riker Believes.

END OF ICEBERG MENACE

Plan to Send Gulf Stream Unfrozen Into Arctic's Heart, Abolishing Page and Extreme Cold.

Crystal Lochan Heights, a New York society, organized a week ago in the city, was yesterday made a success of the scheme to change the climatic conditions of the Arctic. The Arctic is by its very nature frigid, with a percentage of the earth. The ice around the poles is thick, and to the maintenance of their integrity. The proposed project is to send the Gulf Stream to the Arctic, to melt the ice and permit to the earth's driven move to the Arctic, to melt the ice and permit to the earth's driven move.

BIG UPTOWN PAULIST CHURCH

$250,000 Project to Include School and Residence Opposite Park.

The project is the most ambitious in the city. The plans have been prepared by Mr. Riker and all architects and engineers.

DIES IN CAR IN TUNNEL.

Heart Disease Kills Charles W. Bart in Woods Averill Trumper.

A wealthy and prominent citizen was found dead in his car in a tunnel in the city.
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